The previous Academic Accommodation “letters” have been redesigned.

The new design of the “letters” has been simplified and renamed Faculty Notification Letter.
At the bottom of the new Faculty Notification Letter is a link to the new Testing Accommodation Form (TAF) form and contact information.

The green Test Accommodation Form will no longer be used to schedule tests, approve test materials, or confirm exam delivery/return instructions. All of these functions will be accessible through the TAF link located at the bottom of the Faculty Notification Letter.
Clicking the TAF Link at the bottom of the Faculty Notification Letter will take you to the “Alternative Testing Contract by Instructor” page. This page will replace the green Test Accommodation Form for approving test materials for use by the entire class, identifying exam format, exam delivery/return, and the allotted class time for any exam/quiz.

Test scheduling will be the responsibility of the student and you will receive an email to confirm the date and time.